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1: Hardy Boys mystery stories | Arlington Public Library
About Hardy Boys Mystery Stories Together in this one book are two of the Hardy Boys' oldest mysteries that began the
classic mystery series of the sleuthing siblings. In The Tower Treasure, the Hardy boys' summer is ruined by a
red-haired robber striking all over town.

Not including graphic novels and planned releases, there have been well over Hardy Boys titles published
since their debut. When he started publishing books that delivered this excitement, he realized that children
would become attached to certain authors, so it was better for them to be written using a pseudonym that he
owned, than by an individual author who could leave. In the decades that followed, the Stratemeyer Syndicate
employed a changing stable of ghostwriters to churn out Hardy Boys titles under the shared pseudonym
Franklin W. Dixon in as little as three weeks. In the second-ever Hardy Boys book, The House on the Cliff,
Frank finds it necessary to put pressure on the local police chief in order to further real justice: Leslie
McFarlane wrote 19 of the first 25 Hardy Boys books and, according to many, singlehandedly defined the
kind of detailed, moody prose for which the original series is lauded. He wrote in his autobiography, Ghost of
the Hardy Boys, "I had my own thoughts about teaching youngsters that obedience to authority is somehow
sacred [ Like other Stratemeyer Syndicate series, Hardy Boys books had often contained negative racial and
gender stereotyping among its supporting and minor characters, many of which would shock modern
audiences, but which were also considered unpalatable by readers in Writers also tried to give the books a
more modern feel with fewer tough words, streamlined action plots, and generally updated language. Fans of
the original series found the new bowdlerized versions to be downright bland, but Salon explained that some
of the changes were reasonable: Starting in and carrying on through today, the boys have seemingly done a
regarding their distaste for authority and, some critics argue, indeed now work to defend The Man. Since the
first Hardy Boys books were published, grown-ups have had trouble understanding their appealâ€”not just
because the books contained violence and racial stereotypes, but because they were seen as literary garbage.
Even after the big cleanup in , librarians continued to take issue with Syndicate works. In and , the American
Library Association surveyed kids in 34 U. Since then, the Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys series have been
steadily selling around one to two million copies per year including many older titles , putting Hardy Boys
all-time sales at over 70 million. After the initial listen, it plays music like any other CD. One idea is that the
books are just fantastical, gripping, and vague enough to be relatable to any young reader. I was blond, like
Joe, and younger, like Joe. I liked Joe best. Dixon played me like a violin.
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2: The Hardy Boys Mystery Stories | Hardy and Drew Mysteries
The Nancy Drew and the Hardy Boys Super Mystery books are a new series first published in June and are not to be
confused with the Nancy Drew and Hardy Boys SuperMystery series that was published between and

By the mid- s detective novels had become very popular in adult fiction. It was at this time that occurred to
Edward Statemeyer that a series of this sort might also appeal to young boys. What Statemeyer had in mind
was a series of mystery novels on a juvenile level. McFarlane accepted and went on to write the first 22 books
in the series; all under the name Franklin W. Substantial revisions to the first 38 titles began in Over the
course of 15 years the series was revised to modernize outdated vernacular, reduce story length, age the
characters and remove the ethnic and racial stereotypes prevalent in many of the early books although the
series was unusually inclusive for the era in having two non-WASP Hardy sidekicks who were portrayed as
normal, fully assimilated teenagersâ€” Tony Prito and Phil Cohen. The result of this process varied from one
book to another. In some cases only minor changes resulted, while in others the entire plot and storyline were
thrown out, resulting in an entirely new book bearing no resemblance to the original. Great Britain, Collins
editions Main article: While the majority of this series consists of the revised texts issued from , there were
five stories that were published in the Collins series that used the original texts from the s and s. Also, the
order of the series was drastically changed. A few people have tried to make sense of the order of the Collins
series; however, it appears that the title that went with each number was picked at random. This leads to some
very weird and interesting continuity in the series. This rearranged order led to two books in the series never
being released by Collins, or later by their paperback imprint, Armada. In the mid- s , after Collins had lost the
rights to publish the books in hardcover, they reissued books 37 to 48 in hardcover with the same cover art
that had been used in the 70s , however, the books were much thinner than the 70s editions because the paper
stock used was a thinner stock than had been used a decade before. Also all the books now had a blood red
spine and rear cover, with the rear cover simple saying that the Hardy Boys were back in 12 hardcover
adventures and listing the titles. No one is sure when these books were released since the copyright page uses
the same copyright information that was used in the 70s for those hard covers. There were plans to release the
original texts of volumes 17 to 19, but in Applewood Books lost the rights to reprint anymore Hardy Boys
books. As of , no other company has acquired the rights to reprint volumes 17 to 19 or further into the series.
And as of March it appears that the Applewood edition of volume 7 The Secret of the Caves is the scarcest
Applewood title, although many collectors are certain that, eventually, volumes 11 to 16 will be the hardest
volumes to locate having only gone through one print run each. Applewood continues to reprint Volumes Plot
summary The series tells the adventures of teen brothers Frank and Joe Hardy , and their fight against crime.
The two brothers live in the town of Bayport the location of most of the books , along with their private
investigator father, Fenton Hardy , their mother Laura , and their Aunt Gertrude. They also work with the
Local Police, because of this they have got to know some officers quite well, such as Con Riley and Chief
Collig.
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Hardy Boys Mystery Stories # The Sinister Sign Post [Franklin W. Dixon] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. 15th in the series of this crime-fighting teen duo, originally published

Frank is eighteen sixteen in earlier versions , and Joe is seventeen fifteen in earlier versions. The brothers
attend high school in Bayport, where they are in the same grade, [b] but school is rarely mentioned in the
books and never hinders their solving of mysteries. He sometimes requests their assistance, while at other
times they stumble upon relevant villains and incidents. In each novel, the Hardy Boys are constantly involved
in adventure and action. Despite frequent danger, the boys "never lose their nerve They are hardy boys, luckier
and more clever than anyone around them. Murder, drug peddling, race horse kidnapping, diamond smuggling
, medical malpractice , big-time auto theft, even in the s the hijacking of strategic materials and espionage , all
were conducted with Bayport as a nucleus. The Hardys also travel across the United States by motorcycle,
motor boat, iceboat , train, airplane, [16] and their own car. The first three titles were published in , and were
an immediate success: Many authors worked on the revised books, writing new manuscripts; some of them
also wrote plot outlines and edited the books. Adams filed a countersuit, claiming that, as author of the Nancy
Drew Mystery Stories , she retained the rights to her work. Although Adams had written many Nancy Drew
titles after and edited others, she claimed to be the author of all of the early titles. Furthermore, any new
publishers chosen by Adams were completely within their rights to print new titles. I opted for Quality. The
House on the Cliff, [43] In general, the world of these early volumes is a "[dark] and Would civilization
crumble if kids got the notion that the people who ran the world were sometimes stupid, occasionally wrong
and even corrupt at times? Vilnoff, for example, the villain in The Sinister Sign-Post , is described as
"swarthy" and "a foreigner", notes critic Steve Burgess. When he does grasp something, you know it. Later he
adds genially, "I haf you vhere I vant you now! Twenty-five chapters are not enough to solve the mystery of
his nationality. The end result, however, was less the removal of stereotypes than the removal of non-white
characters altogether [55] and the creation of an "ethnically cleansed Bayport. The books were shortened from
25 chapters to 20 and the writing style was made terser. The Flickering Torch Mystery , for example, was
changed from a plot involving an actual flickering torch used as a signal by a gang to a plot featuring a rock
club called "The Flickering Torch. Even villains no longer smoked or drank, and scenes involving guns and
shoot-outs were compressed or eliminated, in favor of criminals simply giving themselves up. They are
members and agents of the adult ruling class, acting on behalf of that ruling class. The latter series, modeled
on the Nancy Drew Notebooks , was aimed at a younger audience, and ran from to In contrast, the Casefiles,
begun a decade earlier in , was aimed at an older audience than the Hardy Boys Mystery Stories. Hand me the
Uzi! I was told the emphasis was on high action and suspense and there had to be a cliff-hanger ending to
every chapter. In this new series, the Hardy Boys seem "more like regular kids â€” who have lots of wild
adventures â€” in these books, which also deal with issues that kids today might have thought about. For
example, the second book in the series, Running on Fumes, deals with environmentalists who go a little too far
to try to save trees. For the first time since , the books will be issued in hardcover, along with paperback
editions. The brothers were also featured in a few standalone books, such as The Hardy Boys Ghost Stories,
and some crossover titles where they teamed up with other characters such as Nancy Drew or Tom Swift.
International publications[ edit ] Hardy Boys books have been extensively reprinted in the United Kingdom ,
with new illustrations and cover art. In the mids, sales of Hardy Boys books began to drop. The Stratemeyer
Syndicate conducted a survey, which revealed that the decline in sales was due to the perceived high cost of
the books and to competition from television. Both actors were twenty at the time of production and portrayed
the Hardy Boys as young adults rather than children, as they had been in the Mickey Mouse Club serials. The
show did poorly, however, and the series was abandoned. A group of professional musicians performed all the
songs on the series, and toured across the United States. During the first season, the series alternated between
episodes featuring the Hardy Boys one week and Nancy Drew the next. The Hardy Boys were cast as young
adults Stevenson and Cassidy were twenty-four and eighteen respectively during the filming of the first
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episodes to appeal to a prime time television audience. The series returned for a third season, dropping the
Nancy Drew character completely and shortening its title to The Hardy Boys. The characters were portrayed
as in their early twenties, Frank working as a reporter and Joe still in college. The show lasted for only one
season of thirteen episodes due to poor ratings; a series based on Nancy Drew that ran alongside it in
syndication suffered the same fate. Hardy Boys Adventure Series by Dreamcatcher.
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4: 15 Mysterious Facts About â€˜The Hardy Boysâ€™ | Mental Floss
Hardy Boys and Nancy Drew Archive â€” This website contains a bibliography of the multiple incarnations of Hardy Boys
and Nancy Drew mysteries, from the earliest Hardy Boys Mystery Stories of to the recent series Nancy Drew: Girl
Detective and The Hardy Boys: Undercover Brothers.

Someone mentioned these and these were at the TOP of my childhood list! I HAD to write a review. I LOVE
these books! There is no sexual content and no bad language. They are a great adventure to go on with the
characters as the Hardy boy brothers solve mysteries as they I was at a Facebook party today and we were
asked what our favorite childhood books were. They are a great adventure to go on with the characters as the
Hardy boy brothers solve mysteries as they stumble upon each one. Each story was so intriguing I sat for
hours as a child and read every single one of these books in this series. After I would finish one, I would pick
the next one up. My frustration was our school library only allowed us to check out 2 books every 2 weeks! So
my parents would take us to our local library once a month, time permitting. They only allowed us to check
out 3 of the same genre books at one time. I specifically remember one of the best days of my life as a fifth or
six-grader. I was home sick from school, and I was in bed not feeling well at all. I did not go into the living
room to watch television, I really stayed in bed as I felt that sick. I did pick up one of these books thinking I
might try reading to take my mind off of how I felt. I ended up reading it all the way through. After that one
was over I picked up my second book I had from this series, and read it all the way through. Thank gosh we
had just gone to the school library the day before! I then had nothing but a book from another series, so I
started that book. Even though I was feeling so sick, I will remember that as one of the best days of my
childhood! This is how great this series of books are. This entire series of books is a 5-star PLUS from me!
These are great gifts to get kids, even kids who are not interested in reading - possibly to get them to read!
There is just something about these books that if a child is open enough to try to read, they will pull them right
in and get them reading! I still think of them every now and then.
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5: The Hardy Boys - Book Series In Order
Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store.

Overview[ change change source ] The Hardy Boys are fictional teenage brothers and amateur detectives.
They live in the fictional city of Bayport on the Atlantic Coast with their father, internationally famous private
detective Fenton Hardy. The boys are in their late teens, have their own car , and are in the same grade in high
school. The boys have enough money to travel around the United States and even the world in pursuit of
cases. The books were written under the pseudonym Franklin W. Dixon, [4] by ghostwriters who signed away
their rights to authorship, pseudonyms, and future royalties. By mid- , over , books had been sold. Parents
complained and a revision project was undertaken in Commentators thought the originals had been "gutted".
Villains no longer smoked or drank, and scenes involving guns and shoot-outs were removed. They became
"members and agents of the adult ruling class, acting on behalf of that ruling class. The Hardys were also
featured in a graphic novel series , [24] and a chapter book series for early readers called The Hardy Boys:
Sales[ change change source ] The Hardy Boys have been called "a cultural touchstone all over the world".
The series was an instant success: Some consider only the first 58 volumes of this series to be part of the
Hardy Boys canon. The Hardy Boys are largely successful because their adventures represent "a victory over
anxiety". The series teaches readers that "although the world can be an out-of-control place, good can triumph
over evil, that the worst problems can be solved if we each do our share and our best to help others. The
second was based on an original story called "The Mystery of Ghost Farm". It was not well received. The
Hardys were members of a rock and roll band who spoke directly to children about not smoking and the
importance of wearing seat belts. The series featured original plots as well as ones based on Hardy Boys
books. Frank worked as a reporter and Joe was a college student. The show received poor ratings and lasted
only one season. Their ignorance of sex, their "squareness" socially conventional , their respect for the law,
and their homosociality have generated parodies such as The Hardy Boys and the Mystery of Where Babies
Come From, The Secret of the Old Queen: A Hardly Boys Mystery.
6: The Hardy Boys Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
The Hardy Boys Mystery Stories refer to the 58 volumes published by Grosset and Dunlap from to , as well as the
Detective Handbook. For many collectors, these are the "true" Hardy Boys books.

7: Order of Hardy Boys Books - www.enganchecubano.com
Find great deals on eBay for hardy boys mystery stories. Shop with confidence.

8: The Hardy Boys Series by Franklin W. Dixon
The longest-running series of books to feature the Hardy Boys is the Hardy Boys Mystery Stories, sometimes also called
the Hardy Boys Mysteries. The series ran from to and comprises volumes, although some consider only the first 58
volumes of this series to be part of the Hardy Boys " canon.".

9: Mystery Stories - The Creative Archive
The Hardy Boys or The Hardy Boys Mystery Stories is the original Hardy Boys series. The first book, The Tower
Treasure was published by Grosset & Dunlap in , the series ran for 58 volumes (plus 38 revisions and one spin off title)
and lasted over 50 years before Grosset & Dunlap lost rights to publish any new books in
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